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INTERNET PRICE LIST #75  © 2017
 E.S.J. van Dam Ltd - Canada Revenue stamp specialist since 1970 -  P.O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, ON., Canada, K0L 1H0

All items offered subject unsold. Payment with order -  Visa, Mastercard or check. Applicable tax extra in Canada.
North America - FREE SHIPPING orders over $35, unless noted otherwise. All other countries $3 shipping. 

Email your order to: erlingvandam@gmail.com  or  news@canadarevenuestamps.com
phone 1-705-292-7013.  Toll free phone - North America 1-866-382-6326.

Catalog #’s & values from 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue. Minimum order $25 - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Today Cdn $100 = ± US$80           US$100 = ± Cdn$125.        Credit cards are processed in Cdn$, your bank will convert at current exchange rate.

 Sign up to our FREE electronic mailing list on main page of our website, be sure to confirm your subscription upon receipt of confirmation email from 
our website. To ensure receipt of our email notices please add...  news@canadarevenuestamp.com ... to your approved address book/contact list

1908 Praecipe for Writ of Execution.
Affixed are stamps from 2 different issues SL18a - $1 with inverted background, SL22a - 10c with large “0” in “10” + SL25 - 50c. 

Nice clean small document - $75 (±US$60) 
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Newfoundland 1938 Customs Duty - NFC4*NH - 1c green.
Spectacular mint never hinged Imprint Block of 6.

This is one of the most attractive Canadian revenue stamps - $85 (±US68)

FCF4 - $2 brown Consular Fee on complete Canadian passport page with nice Seattle Consul General cancel.
Very Fine condition. Not often seen on complete passport page - $30  (±US$24)
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1878 Galt $129.58 note
The required fee of 6c is paid with a pair of FB40-3c green (small faults). Seldom seen “1879 Standard Bank of Canada, Harriston”  cancel - $30  (±US$24)

1870 Fergus $200 note with mixed use of 2nd and 3rd bill issues.
The required 6c fee is paid with FB18 - 1c vermilion strip of 3 + FB39 - 2c orange strip of 3.

Mixed use of 2nd and 3rd bill issues seldom seen. Very attractive & Rare - $275  (±US$220)
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1913 Saskatchewan Requisition with interesting mixed use of 2 different revenue issues.
The fee required was 50c for a search + $1.40 for a certified copy for probate for a total of $1.90. 

Fee paid with SL21 - 5c black on green + SL34, SL36 x 3 + SL39.   The 5c black on green SL21 is rarely seen on document - $75  (±US$60)
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Small 1870 Oakwood $27 promissory note - “the Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance Company”
The only such note I remember seeing. A very unusual item

$125  (±US$100)

BCL22b - 10c black Rouletted at left x perforated x imperf at top. Pos. #1 of 
sheet. On 1919 document clipping with nice Victoria, BC Registry cancel

Very nice - $40  (±US$32)

BCL25a - 50c brown Rouletted at right x perforated on 1920 document clipping 
with Victoria, BC Registry cancel

Very nice - $40  (±US$32)
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1942-43 UIC Book.
Inside 10 copies FU6 - 46c mauve affixed.

Very Fine condition - $60  (±US$48)

Saskatchewan Government Telephones
ST14c Complete Booklet Pane of 20 stamps - ERROR in pos #7 control number reads “988” instead of “968”. Cat. $200

Very Fine ERROR pane - $100  (±US$80)

ERROR
“938” instead 

of “968”
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# description ...............uncan .........used
1864 FIRST BILL ISSUE

FB1 1c blue ................... 40.00 ...... 9.75
FB2 2c blue ................... 32.00 ...... 8.13
FB3 3c blue ................... 36.00 ...... 3.90
FB4 4c blue ................... 21.00 ...... 9.75
FB5 5c blue ................... 22.50 .... 10.50
FB6 6c blue ................... 30.00 ...... 4.55
FB7 7c blue ..................... 9.75 .... 10.50
FB8 8c blue ..................... 9.75 ...... 6.50
FB9 9c blue ................... 30.00 ...... 4.88
FB10 10c blue ................... 46.75 ...... 8.45
FB11 20c blue ...................... -.-- ...... 14.00
FB12 30c blue ...................... -.-- ...... 48.75
FB13 40c blue ...................... -.-- ...... 60.00
FB14 50c blue ................. 136.00 .... 68.00
FB15 $1 blue ...................... -.-- .... 180.00
FB16 $2 blue ................... 63.75 .... 42.50
FB17 $3 blue ................... 48.00 .... 68.00

1865 SECOND BILL ISSUE
FB18 1c red ..................... 15.00 ...... 3.25
FB19 2c red ..................... 16.00 ...... 4.00
FB20 3c red ..................... 16.00 ...... 3.25
FB21 4c red ..................... 26.25 .... 28.00
FB22 5c red ..................... 24.00 .... 12.00
FB23 6c red ..................... 17.00 ...... 3.25
FB24 7c red ..................... 16.25 .... 38.00
FB25 8c red ..................... 56.00 .... 52.00
FB26 9c red ..................... 16.00 ...... 3.25
FB27 10c blue ................... 17.50 ...... 3.90
FB28 20c blue ................... 26.25 ...... 5.20
FB29 30c blue ................... 30.00 ...... 5.20
FB30 30c red ........................ -.-- ...... 60.00
FB31 40c blue ................... 68.00 .... 40.00
FB32 50c blue ...................... -.-- ...... 26.25
FB33 $1 red,gn ctr ......... 360.00 .. 180.00
FB34 $1 green,red ctr .... 320.00 .. 150.00
FB35 $2 red,violet ctr ..... 356.25 ....... -.--
FB36 $3 red,blue ctr ...... 412.50 ....... -.--

1868 THIRD BILL ISSUE
FB37 1c brown .................. 1.63 ...... 0.30
FB38 2c brown ................ 76.00 .... 28.00
FB39 2c orange ................. 1.63 ...... 0.30
FB40 3c green ................... 1.63 ...... 0.25
FB41 4c brown .................. 3.25 ...... 3.00
FB42 5c orange ................. 1.63 ...... 0.81
FB43 6c green ................... 1.63 ...... 0.25
FB44 7c orange ................. 4.55 ...... 3.90
FB45 8c brown .................. 4.88 ...... 4.23
FB46 9c green ................... 2.28 ...... 0.30
FB47 10c blue ..................... 2.60 ...... 0.55
FB48 20c blue ..................... 4.55 ...... 0.62
FB49 30c blue ..................... 4.88 ...... 0.98
FB50 40c blue ..................... 6.50 ...... 2.93
FB51 50c blue ..................... 5.85 ...... 1.95
FB52 $1 blue,black ctr ..... 19.50 ...... 9.75
FB53 $2 red,black ctr ....... 45.50 .... 24.50
FB54 $3 green,black ctr... 56.25 .... 26.25

- to be continued -

2017 WINTER SALE - Part 1
Undamaged unused and used stamps as noted. 

Unused is often with gum, but may be without gum 
(my choice). If you must have gum or *NH or any 

other special requirements please send wantlist with 
details and I will quote prices. In some cases VF is 
available at a premium. All stamps offered subject 

unsold. Some are one of a kind, 1st come 1st served.  
Prices in Cdn dollars

from my extensive US State Revenue stock
Wooton #18 - Marion County Resident Fishing Stamp Block of 10.

Very nice mint never hinged condition. Cat. value US$600 = C$750
My price just - C$375  (±US$300)
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1897 Canada Tobacco Stamps.
All in pristine unused condition, no gum as issued. Spectacular engravings by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa.

Catalogue numbers used. First number starting with “M” is from the Lee Brandom catalogue. 2nd number starting with RM is from the Ryan catalogue which can 
be downloaded at no charge, courtesy of the author Christopher Ryan, directly from a link on our website. All shown at about 68% actual size.

M416-RM367* - 5 lb blue, red control numbers, without coupons. 
Pristine condition - $20  (±US$16)

M417-RM368a* - 10 lb blue, red control numbers,
with 9 coupons.

Pristine condition - $25  (±US$20)

M419-RM370a* - 20 lb blue, red control numbers, 
with 10 coupons.

Pristine condition - $25  (±US$20)

M421-RM358a* - 5 lb green, red control numbers, with 9 coupons.
Pristine condition - $35    (±US$28)

M421TP-RM358an* - 5 lb green, PROOF, no control numbers, with 9 coupons.
Pristine condition - $30    (±US$24)

M422-RM359a* - 10 lb green, red control numbers,
 with 9 coupons.

Pristine condition - $25  (±US$20)


